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The information available on the Internet
can be extremely useful or potentially harm-
ful. This presents challenges for some clini-
cians who feel obliged to provide their
patients with what they ask for, even though
the evidence may be limited or completely
absent. In parallel, some patients do not
comply with the treatment prescribed by
their doctor on the account of unjustified
skepticism. In this report, we compile such
few examples.
The majority of doctors treat hypothy-
roidism with well-established drugs such as
levothyroxine. The treatment goal is to
achieve normal hormone levels but unfortu-
nately, not all patients accomplish a state of
well-being for yet unknown reasons. Ac-
cording to some patients, treatment with
extracts from porcine thyroid glands seems
to increase the cognitive abilities and qual-
ity of life, although this is not supported by
randomized trials. Moreover, patients can
gain information from the social media
claiming that treatment with such desic-
cated extracts should aim at a suppressed
serum thyrotropin level in order to be effec-
tive. However, this reflects a state of hyper-
thyroidism, which, to our knowledge, is
detrimental to health and may even reduce
life expectancy (1,2).
Statins are prescribed to millions of pa-
tients worldwide and result in good out-
comes, since numerous trials support that
statins benefit individuals at risk of cardio-
vascular disease, whether prescribed for
primary or secondary prevention. Never-

theless, many patients are reluctant to in-
gest statins due to fear of adverse events,
which, however, ought to be of little con-
cern taking the significant advantages into
account.
These examples reflect several dilemmas.
Are clinicians too focused on the risks in-
stead of benefits (or the other way around,
some may argue), and should we always
stick to the knowledge obtained from clini-
cal trials? Sackett and colleagues addressed
the matter of evidence-based medicine ver-
sus external knowledge more than 20 years
ago (3). They pointed out that personal and
individual experience should be included in
the treatment strategy, and not all evi-
dence-based medicine should come from
randomized trials. The patients reluctant to
follow the advice of their doctors can easily
find support for their own conviction in cy-
berspace. On social media, scientifically-
based facts are far less acknowledged, or
even discarded, in favor of personal experi-
ences and advises exchanged between
users of the media. How should we, as cli-
nicians, navigate in this rapidly growing
field with uncontrollable amounts of dubious
information on the internet? Should we ful-
fill the wishes of our patients, should we op-
pose and discuss with our patients, or
should we handle the situation in a balanced
way using both approaches, but with the
risk of making the patient even more con-
fused on what is the best available treat-
ment? This is, of course, an open question
with no definite answer. A recent overview
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on the use of social media in “safety signal
management” speculates on the potential
effect of pharmacovigilance by using social
media information (4). The authors con-
cluded that this source seems to have no
particular value, except filling out blind
spots in our knowledge.
We often decline the request from patients
asking for treatment which we believe might
be harmful or non-effective. Unfortunately,
if patients face a reluctant attitude from
their doctor they often consult alternative
therapists, with the risk of receiving undoc-
umented and potentially hazardous treat-
ments. Treatment recommendations in
clinical guidelines are usually based on data
from randomized controlled trials. Most clin-
ical studies enroll a large number of patients
to ensure sufficient statistical power for ei-
ther recommendation or rejection of the in-
tervention in question. However, on the
individual level our recommendation may be
less solid due to the biological variations. We
are educated to carry out evidence-based
medical practice, but the scientific methods
by which we provide this evidence may have
shortcomings. Thus, we cannot exclude the
possibility that patients may be right when
claiming to have a markedly positive effect
of a specific drug, even though this is not
supported scientifically or the drug has

proven non-effective in randomized trials. In
such situations, the crucial question is
whether the patient experiences a placebo
effect or a true effect-or is it two sides of the
same coin?
We move on thin ice if we treat our patients
in a way we consider harmful or “best” non-
inferior to more validated treatments. We
urge doctors around the world, while pre-
scribing a non-evidence-based treatment, to
do so in concordance with good clinical prac-
tice, including thorough information of their
patients on the pros and cons.
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